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On a Non~Local Interaction in the Quantum 

Electrodynamics 

Sakae MINAMI 

(Received June 24, ] 952) 

On replacing the local interaction terms appearing in the equations of motion in the 
ordinary quantum electrodynamics with non-local interaction ones, it is shown, from the 
calculation of the second order radiative correction to the current operator, that the 
self-energy of the electron can be made finite with an appropriate choice of non-local 
four-dimensional form fact0rs. The observed value of the anomalous magnetic moment 
may playa role in the determination of the behavior of the four-demensional form factors 
employed for the non-localization of the interaction between the ele~tromagnetic and 
electron fields. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Thus far various types of non-local field theory have been 
proposed by many authors, which may be divided into two main 
classes: one treats free fields themselves principally as non-local 
and the other attempts to non-localize the interact~on part alone. 
The proposition made here, belonging to the latter class, is per
formed, however simple it may be, with an intention to develop it 
into more comprehensive formulation in the future. 

Recently RA YSKI1
') has discussed field theories with non-localized 

interaction through quantizing the McMANUS fieid2
) in accordance 

with the method of YANG-FELmfAN.3
) His field theories are of course 

Lorentz-invariant; the McMANUS field, though classical, has an ex
tended charge distribution in a Lorentz-invariant manner by in
troducing a four dimensional form function. Following McMANUS 
or RAYSKI we shall introduce here four-dimensional form factors 
which are delta-like functions in order to retain a correspondence to 
the usual field theory, but otherwise unspecified for the time being. 
Employing these weight functions we average four-dimensionally 
each field operator appearing in the interaction terms in the field 
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equations and replace the ordinary interaction terms with the ones 
thus modified. After such replacements we can follow the computa
tional method of KALLRN4

) and SCHWINGER') to evaluate the second 
order radiative correction to the current operator, the investigation 
of whose one-electron part reveals us that the self-mass of the 
electron can be made finite to the correspondhlg order provided 
an appropriate choice is made on the functional form of the form 
factors. 

In addition the observed value of the anomalous magnetic mo
ment of the electron may play a role to control the behavior of 
the form functions. Our theory is obviously Lorentz-invariant. The 
evasion of the Lagrangian formalism, however, will remain unsatis
factory, unless further examination is performed as to whether or 
not this directly replacing method may be applicable to more in
stances in the field theory. 

§ 2. Calculation of the second order non-local radiative 
correction to the current operator and 

the concoluitant discussion 

The equation of motion of the interacting electromagnetic and 
electron fields are* 

( r i) + 1n).p(x) = ie {'Ay(x),ry.p(x)} +om.p(x) , (1) 
~x 2 . 

and 

(2) 

where the constant 1n is the observed mass of the electron and om, 
is its electromagnetic mass. In order to replace local interac
tion terms with non-local counterparts we shall introduce two four
dimensional form functions, F(x) and G(x) that are both delta-like 
functions in correspondence to the usual field theory, accordingly 
even functions of the coordinates, but may well be different from 
each other; F(x) weights the electromagnetic field and G(x) does 
the electron field as follows: 

X,,(x) ~dXfF(x-x')A,,(X/), (3) 

Throughout this paper we shall used the natural untis, !t == c = 1. 
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and 

¢(x) ) dx'G(x-x') ¢(x') , (4) 

The tilde means that the quantity is four-dimensionally averaged 
with one of these form factors. We shall make no further specifica
tion on the form factors except some later references and the 
determination of their definitive form is beyond our discussion. 

Using the averaged quantities we can rewrite the equations 
of motion (1) and (2): 

(r~+?n)¢(x)= ie { ,,(x), T,,¢(x)} +om,p(x) , (5) 
dX 2 

and 

(x), r (x)] . (6) 

To proceed with the calculation we shall expand field operators, cur
rent operator and the electromagnetic mass am in a power series 
in the coupling constant e 

'" Af1(x) = 2: enA~"'(x), 
n.=il 

,!L(x) i; en X ~n)(x) , 
n-(} 

= '" 
¢(x) 2: e"1/n )(x), 

11.=0 

¢ ex) 2: e":j(n)(x) , 
n ... O 

'" j;t(x) = 1: e1>+lj;;")(x) , 
n.=o 

and 
= om = 1: e"13m(n) • 

n-1 

From Eqs. (6), (7), and (9) we get 

jiZ')(x) i i; [st7('''\c), T,lt:j(n-,,,) (x)] • 
2 m~O 

(7a, b) 

(8a, b) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

From these expansions and the field equations (5) and (6) we obtain 

11'.+1 + ~ om(,,,)¢(n.rl-,,,)(x) , (12) 
'm=1 

and 

(13) 
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If we use as boundary conditions for Eqs. (12) and (13) (n 0) 

.p<n)(x)----,>O, A(n)(x)----,>O for Xo----'> 00 (14) 
and 

for :1'0----'> 00, (15) 

where 1Jl'0 denotes the constant state vector in the Heisenberg 
presentation referred to throughout this paper, then Eqs. (12) and 
13 are formally integrated as follows: 

and 

y5(n'1)(x) = i 1: r S(x-x'){ A~~')(x') Tp. ¢(n-,,,) (x') } dx' 
2 ,,,,-0 J 

n+1 

- '2: om("') \ S (x-x')<I,,+l-m)(x') dt' , 
7}~=1 .. 

with the help of the Green functIons defined by 

(16) 

(r :x: +rn) B (x) 13 (x) (18) 

and 
(x)= 13 ex) , (19) 

whose employment suffices to get the correct expectation values. 
In the first approximation we obtain 

i.fP)(x) = -i)S(x-x')r p.A~)(x')sb(O)(x')dx'-om(l)jS(x_x/).p(O)(x')dx' (20) 

and 

(21) 

From Eqs. (11) and (20) we obtain for the first approximation of 
the current operator 

j~)(x) ; [sZ'(O)(x), r p.S(x-x') r vsb,O)(X')] X<;l(x')dx' 

- : Bm(l) j[1J(O)(x), r p.S (x-x').p(O)(x')] dx' 

+ ; H;(O)(x')r )lS(x'-x),r !1.p\O)(x)] A~)(x')dx' 

-}am(l) j[SZ;(O)(x,) S (x'-x), r,u.¢W)(x)] dx' • 

(22) 
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On computing the one-electron part of Eq. (22) we can readily see 
that 

(23) 

because the first and third terms vanish due to the operator A~)(x'). 
It is necessary to proceed to the next approximation for the 

calculation of j~)(x). As such we obtain 

- ~ J .\S(x--x') r p.S(x' -x") r v¢(O)(x"){ A~)(x'), A~)(x") }dx' dx" 

+ ! J J S (x-x') r I' {¢(O)(x,), [sZ',O)(x"),r v.p(O)(x")]}O)L J5(x' -x")dx'dx" 

(24) 

From Eqs. (20) and (24) we can calculate the second order radia
tive correction to the current operator in the one~electron case as 
follows: 

<j~)(x) )1,0 ~ [sZ'(O)(x), r p..p(~)(X)]l,O+ ~ [sZ'(l)(X), r 1'.p0) (X)]l,O 

+ ~ [sZ'(2) (x), r p..p(O) (x)lo . 

The first term is 

_{_[f'CO) (x), r p..p(2) (xn,o 

(25) 

i r \ [sZ"O«x) , r 1'S(x-x') r as(x'-x")r lI.pC
O)(x"naav1)(X' -x")dx'dx" 

4 J. 

x (3 .. J5 (xf 
- x") dx'dx" 

~ (3m(~) HsZ'(O)(x), r p. S(x-x')sbCO)(x'Hdx;' , 

where the last factor in the first term stems from the vacuum 
expectation value of the anticommutator of electromagnetic field 
operators, viz., 
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since 
<{Alr)(x').A.~>(x/l)})O=Oil"D(l)(X!_X!l). (28) 

It is useful to simplify the complicated form of anti- and ordinary 
commutators in the integrand of the second term of Eq. (26). 

[1J(O)(x). rf,S(x-x')r .. {¢j\o>(x'),[1J(O)(x"). I' ""r,(O\x")]H . (29) 

Let us rewrite the expression (29) 

G( 'I ')G( If )[-(O)() {",(O)( ) [7(°'(.) ,,(1))( )]}1 x X -X:; X -x4. </';,. Xl' 'Fa .x2 • ips X:; ,'t'~ x4 • ,I , 

where the integrand leads except the form factors to 

Accordingly, 

(29) 21'r(S(I)(x' -x) r j.l.'§ (x-x') r il)[~(O)(xl!), r ""r,(U)(x"H 

- 2[~(O)(Xff), r vS(l')(x" -x)r 11& (x-x') r it .p(O)(x'H 

-2[~(0)(x), I'f'S(X-X') r itS(I)(X' _XII) r lI.p(Q)(x"H 

+ 2 [st'(O)(x) , ruS(x-x')r '- .p(O)(x'H Trr "S(1)(x" -x") • 

where 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

S(l)(X'f -Xff) )) dxif,x, G(x" -x:) G(x" -x,t) S<.l)(XI-X:;) • (33) 

It is easily shown that the last term of Eq. (32) vanishes due to 
the vanishing trace factor 

(34) 

which is a consequence of the even character of J(1)-function. 

Thus we obtain for the first term of Eq. (25) 

i [~(O)( ) r ,7,(2)( )] 2 'P x, WI" X 1,0 

+ 1 ) )Tr(S(1)(x' -x)r ",S(X-X')T a) [~(O)(x"),r y.p(O)(x"H 

x i3 A liD (x'-x")dx'dx" 
(35) 
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- 1 ) )[sZ'(O\xlf),r !lS(l)(X" -X)r p,S(x-x')r a cP(O\X')]10 a J5(x' -x")dx'dx" 

- 1 ) ) [sZ'(O)(x) , r p,S(x-x')r as(l)(x' -x")r >·cP(O)(x"n oa J5(x' -xlf)dx'dx" 

- ~ om(2)) [sfJ O\x), r p,S(x-x') slP"(x'n dx' . 

The third term of Eq. (33) can be calculated in the same manner 
as the first term, which reads 

_}[sfJ(2l(X), r I-'cP(O)(X)]l,O 

-1 ) ) [;Z'(O)(X")T yS(x" -x')r as(x'-x)r p" cP(O)(xno a ,)5(l)(x'-x")dx'dx" 

+ i \ \ [i(O)(x"), r it cP(O)(x"nTr(r IIS(X' -x) r I-' S(J)(x-x'»o a II 
4 L 

x IJ (x' - X") dx'dx" (36) 

~ ~ \ \ [sfJ(O\x')r yS(x'-x)r p,S(l)(x-x")r a, cP(O)(X")]10a J5(x'-x")dx'dx" 
4 .. 

- 1 )) [sfJ(O)(xlf)r as(l\x" -x')r !lS(x' -x)r p"cP(O)(xno a J5(x' -x")dx'dxlf 

- ~ om(2))G(;(O)(X')S(X'-X)7p" cP(O) (x)]ldx' . 

Finally employing the following relation 

[~<t)(x")A~)(x"), A;?)(x')sb);')(x')] = ~ [~~')(x"), sb~')(X')]{ A~)(Xlf),A;?)(x')} 

+_~ {~~l)(X"), sb);''(x')} [A~)(Xlf), A;?>(x')] , (37) 
2 

we get 

~ [sfJ(I)(X), r.ucP(1)(x)] 

= - 1 H dx'dx"[~(O)(X"), r a8(x" -X)T p,8 (x-x')r II cP(O)(x')] 

x {X~)(x"), X;?)(x')} 

- 1 Hdx'dx"{f(O)(xfl ), ra S(Xfl-X)Tp,S(X-X')7ycP(O)(x')} 

x [X~)(Xfl), X;?)(x')] . 

(38) 
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As the one-electron part of the second term of Eq. (38) vanishes 
because of the anti-commutator for the spinoI' fields, we obtain for 
the second term of Eq. (25) 

~ [f(1)(x,) i f'¢(l)(xn.o 
(39) 

= - ~dx'dxl/[p(O)(xl!),r as(x" -Xli f'S(x-x')r v¢(O\x'noa vlJ<!'(x-xlf). 
4 

From Eqs. (35), (36), and (39) we obtain 

<j~)(X»l.O 

= - 1 )) [sE(O)(x), r f' Sex-x') r it {Sex' -x")D(1)(x' -x") 

+ S(1)(x' -x") D (x' -x'')} r it ¢(O)(x"n dx'dx" 

- 1 ))cf,O)(x")r? {S(x"-x') D(I)(X'-X") +S(l)(x"-x')D(x'-x")} 

x r ;;.S(x' -x)rf' , ¢,Oi(xndx'dx" 

- _"tom(2) ) [~(O)(x), J'p. S(x-x'))b(O)(x')} dx' 

+ 1 H [p(O)(x"), Tit sZ'(O)(X")]l Tr {S(l)(x'-x) r )!S(x-x');" a 

+ Sex/-x) TtL S(1)(x-x') r it} D (x' -x") dx'd.1;" 

(40) 

- 1 H [peo)(x"), r "SO)(x" -x) i"p.S(x-x')r .J5(x' -X")sZ',OlX'Hdx'dx" 

1 )) [ro"'(x"), r i\S(x"-x) r f'S(x-x')r aD(1)(x' _-x") sb(O)(x'ndx'dx" 

- 1 )) [pCO)(x"), r f,.S(x" -Xli )!S(l)(X-X')T "D(x" -x')¢((1)(x')]ldx'dx". 

If we put here 

¢'(x) ~ T A {S(1)(x-x') D(x-x') + Sex-x') D(l)(X-X')} Til. ¢(t)'(x')dx' 

(41) 
and 

(x"-x, x-x') T as(l)(x" -xli p.S(X-X')T aBCx' _XII) 
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+ r as(x" -x)r p.S(l)(x-x') r J5(x" -x') 

+ r as(x" -x) r p.S(x-x') r a [J(1)(x'-x") , 

then Eq. (46) leads to 

<j~)(X»l,O = ~ } Hf(O)(x), i p.S(x-x')(¢(x')-L~m(2)1'(O)(x')n dx' 

161 

(42) 

+ 2~)) [(¢,(x')_omC2)¢(Ol(x'» S(x' -x) I p.' cP(O)(xn dx' (43) 

- ! H[5.3\O)(x'),K,,,(x'-x,x-x") cP(O)(x"Hdx'dx" +vac. pol., 

where the last term arises from the vacuum polarization and is 
gigen by 

i vac. pol. = 4 jJ[f(O)(x"),YacP(O)(x"HTr{S(1)(x'-x)rp.S(x-x')ia . (44) 

The third term of Eq. (43) can also be written as 

- ~ J J (~(°l(x') K fLeX' -x, X-XII) cP(O)(X"»ldx'dx" . (45) 

Thus we obtain for the electron self-mass in the first approxi
mation 

or 

where the function g is defined by the Fourier transform 

G(x) = _1_ [dkeikXg(k~) . 
(2nY ) . 

Similarly we have 

P(x) = 1 4 ) dk eik"'J(k') . 
(2rr) 

(46) 

(48) 

(49) 

From Eq. (46) or (47) it is obvious that the self-mass of the electron 
can be made finite provided the functional form of the form factors 
is appropriately chosen. 

By the way we shall consider the third term of Eq. (43) or 
the expression (45). Employing the Fourier integral representations 
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s (x) = _1_ [ dkeikx irk-m 
(2rr)4 J k~+m2 ' 

(50) 

S(l)(x) = _1_ [dkeikX(irk-m)a(k~+m") 
. (2rr)3 J ' (51) 

15 (x) = ~) dkeikX~ 
(2rr) k:, 

(52) 

D(1)(x) = _1_ f dlceikXaW) , (53) 
(2rr? J 

and Eqs. (48) and (49), K p. (x' -x, x-x") is evaluated as follows: 

K I-' (x' -x, x-x") 

= _1_ r r r dk dk' dk" e,(N k'Yx' - x)e,(k + k")(x - x") g(k'") g(lcll2 ) 
(2rrt J J J .' • 

x IW) r v (irk' -m)i"1-' (irk" -m)r v (54) 

[ 

2' a(k'"+m") . " ()(k""+rn,2) 
x _g( -m) (kll2+m")k +g( ~m) (k'"+m2)k~-

+ 1'0) V (lc'1) J 
\ (k'" +m") (lcm+m"). 

In order to simpllfy the calculation we shall put 

(55) 

But this is justifiable: On the one hand, from Eq. (49) 1(0) is 
given by 

1(0) = .1 F(x) dx, (56) 

and F(x) is a delta-like function, accordingly there will be no ob
jection to put 1(0) = 1. On the other hand, for a free spinor field 
we have 

(57) 

so that the current j~)(x) in the vacuum differs from the ordinary 
current merely by a charge renormalization factor 

(58) 

Hence, it will be preferable to put g ( -m") = 1 . 
Now it is convenient to perform the transformation of the in

tegration paramet3rs 
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P:,,=kf,+k~ and p~=kp-+k~, (59) 

then only such values of p~, and p~ as satisfy the relation 

~+~=~+~=O ~~ 

are effective because from Eq. (57) we can readily verify that 

(irp' +m) ;p(n) = 0 and (irp" +m) ;P(O) = O. 

Thus we obtain 

K l, (x' -x, x-x") 

(61) 

1 11 rl 

dv f dufH dkdp' dp" ei J>'(X'-X)e i J>"(X-X')g«p'_k)2) 
2(2rr) Ll () ., (62) 

x g(p" -knJ(k!.)r l/ (iT(p' -k)-m) r.!). (ir(p" -k) -m) 

x rl/o"(k~-k(p'+p"+(p'-p")v)u). 

We shall carry out the second step transformation 

k k '. " " "» u '" ~ tt+1Ptt+Ptt+(Pu.-P" v , , . \. . . . 2 (63) 

and obtain as effective terms of K p- (x' -x, X-XII) in view of the 
free Dirac equatIons of motion 

K I" (X' -x, x-x") 

= ~ e dvf udu rrJdkdp'clp"etJ>'ex'-X)etP"(X-O;"lo" (k~+).,2U") 
(2rr) Ll 0 JJ 

x g [(p' -k-(p' +p" + (p'_plf)v) ~ YJ g[ (p" -k-(p' +p" +(p' -p") v) ~ n 
xJ[ k+ (p'+p"+(p'_plf)V) ~YJ[2m2rp-(1-u-! U2)._! rp-k~ (64) 

.~ 1 1/ Q ~ I-v? .) 
+m(u-u-)O"P-l/(pv-Pl/)+(p'-p";-7p-(l-u+ 4 u-) 

+ (1 +u) uvmi (p~ -p~) ] ' 

where 

,t" = m"{ 1 + (p'-~I!y (l-v"» 
\ 4m-

(65) 

and 

1 [1' .. ] O"!" v = -2i' 11' Il/ • (66) 
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The term that contribute to the additional spin magnetic moment 
is picked out from among the terms in the integrand of Eq. (64): 

M,'J. (x'-x, x-x") 

= ~JI dVJI uduJdkfdplJdpll ei1"('''-X'le/'P''(:>;-x''>o'' (k2 +,fu~) l"97) 
(2rr) -1 0 ' 

x g[ (pI -k-(p' +p" +(p' _p") v)!!:.. JJ g[ (pfl--k-(p' +p" + (pi_pI!) v)-~)"J 
2 2 

xf[(k+(p' +p" + (p' _plf) v) ~ 

If one can control the behavior of the factors f and g or F and G 
so that the contribution (67) to the anomalous magnetic moment 
fits for its observed value, the form factor will carry a significance. 
Furthermore, if a parameter A with the dimension of length is 
determined so as to have a definite value as well as the functional 
form of the factors: 

(68) 

then the value will describe the characteristic structure of the 
interaction between photon and electron, or may related to the 
structure of elementary particles. If this is the case, it is worthy 
of note that the constant A is of Lorentz-invariant character, in 
reference to which it may be interesting to recall the PAULI'S 

statement.G
) 

§ 3. Final remarks 

We have not followed the orthodox method, in which one de
rives the equations of motion from the prescribed Lagrangian by 
the variational principle, but employed the lwmediately replacing 
method of the ordinary interaction terms in the equations of motion 
with the non-localized ones. Although this may not be approved 
from the formalistic point of view, it seems that this is not so 
unsatisfactory because the whole theory is relativistically invariant. 
It is of course natural that such a method should meet with more 
justifica tion. 

Ii one employs, according to the RA YSKI'S suggestion, 

L ' ie J [""( ) .. .7.( )1 = "4 t <P x , I J1 'r ,x .' ;1 (x) } (69) 
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as a Lagrangian interaction term, then it. is evident from .our 
calculation that the electron self-energy can be made finite, but 
all the expressions will become a little more complicated. 
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